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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the problem of generating optimized, executable control code from high-level, symbolic specifications.
In particular, we construct symbolic control programs using strings from
a motion description language with a nominal set of motion parameters,
such as temporal duration and energy, embedded within each mode.
These parameters are then optimized over, using tools from optimal
switch-time control and decentralized optimization of separable network
problems. The resulting methodology is applied to the problem of controlling robotic marionettes, and we demonstrate its operation on an
example scenario involving symbolic puppet plays defined for multiple
puppets.

1

Introduction

In order to manage the complexity associated with many emerging controls applications, various abstraction-based formalisms have been advanced for specifying,
modeling, and controlling such systems. Examples include linear temporal logic
specifications (e.g. [?,?]), Maneuver Automata for capturing symmetries [?,?],
and Motion Description Languages (MDL) for symbolic control (e.g. [?,?,?,?]).
These different formalisms have been designed with alternative goals in mind.
As such, they have different strengths, but common to them all is that they use
varying degrees of abstraction to achieve desired levels of control code granularity [?]. However, there is always a choice to be made when mapping these
high-level programs onto executable code. This mapping is the main question
under consideration in this paper. In particular, we investigate how to turn such
high-level control descriptions into optimized, executable low-level control software modules, or control code, for a particular hardware platform.
In this paper we choose the MDL framework, as originally formulated in [?],
to break up the control task into “strings” of individual controller-interrupt pairs.
However, we use a slightly modified MDL structure for the motion programs in
that they support energy parameterized motions as well as novel spatio-temporal
motion constraints. In particular, this work is applied to the problem of robotic
puppetry. Puppeteers script plays that designate a string of motions for each
character within a structured environment; consequently, the use of MDL strings
for specifying plays is natural as observed in [?]. As such we script plays using

the MDL formalism and take the resulting nominal symbolic descriptions of the
play and generate optimized, executable programs based on the system dynamics
and an associated cost criterion.
The resulting optimization problem is not unique to puppetry, since MDLbased abstractions of hybrid systems may need to optimize their motion programs in order to account for system dynamics and constraints in a number of
other applications. We approach the solution to this problem by drawing from
recent results in switched-time optimization [?,?,?,?], focusing on the scheduling
of discrete transitions in a hybrid system by adjusting the timing parameters or
mode order of the program.
This paper expands previous work on robotic puppetry [?,?] by fully incorporating spatial and temporal constraints into the hybrid optimization engine.
We do so by applying classical results in separable programming to generate an
algorithm for hybrid optimization under networked constraints. The result of
this effort is a tool (the MDL compiler ) that is able to accept MDL strings for a
collection of puppets and generate optimal timing and energy parameters under
temporal and spatial constraints. Moreover, we validate this MDL compilation
framework with numerical simulations involving multiple puppets with spatial
and temporal constraints.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section ?? we introduce the MDL structure and derive an optimal control-based MDL compiler.
Section ?? showcases the application of this MDL compiler by optimizing motion
programs involving multiple agents and spatial constraints. Section ?? discusses
an application of decentralized nonlinear programming techniques for handling
motion programs with timing constraints between agents. We conclude with a
brief summary in Section ??.

2

Background

In this section we discuss the background work for generating control code from
high-level specifications. Figure ?? illustrates the general flow of this control code
generation process. In particular we modify the “standard” MDL formalism to
enable the specification of motion programs for a collection of agents typically
encountered in puppetry. Furthermore, we derive the necessary optimality conditions for the program’s switch times and scaling parameters, which are then
used in the MDL Compiler block. Finally, we illustrate the application of this
MDL compiler for the special case of specifying puppet motion programs.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the process of turning high-level MDL programs into executable control code.

2.1

Motion Description Language Compiler

In order to script a motion program we describe a special MDL that accounts
for four important properties of multi-agent motion programs: who should act,
what motion should they do, where should they operate, and when should the
action occur. We assume that the agents are identified by i ∈ M, where M =
{1, · · · , m}, and each agent has the dynamics,
ẋi = f (xi , ui ), xi ∈ Rn , ui ∈ Rp ,

(1)

where we use the superscript i to denote agent i.
We define the input to this model as one in a collection of possible feedback
laws, i.e. ui = κj (xi , t, αj ), with κj , for some j, coming from a finite set of
control laws K = {κ1 , · · · , κC }; additionally, αj is an “energy”-scaling parameter
that could affect speed, amplitude, or some other property of the control mode.
When applying a controller of this form, we get the resulting closed-loop system
dynamics ẋi = f (xi , t, κj (xi , t, αj )).
“Standard” MDL combines the controllers from K with a time-driven interrupt, denoted τ , that dictates the time at which the control mode interrupts,
resulting in controller-interrupt pairs of the form (κ, τ ). However, to allow for
the specification of multi-agent programs, we add in an element for agent identification, i, and a spatially defined location, r, where the agent performs its
control κ. These locations in the environment come from a set R = {r1 , · · · , rl }.
Using these additional elements, we thus define our multi-agent MDL mode as
the tuple (i, κ, r, τ ).
For example, if agent-i is using the two mode MDL string
(i, κ1 (α1 ), r1 , τ1 )(i, κ2 (α2 ), r1 , τ2 )
it must complete the motion κ1 , scaled by α1 , within region r1 until time τ1 .
(Note here that even though κj is a function of xi , t, and αj , we specify it
symbolically through the αj dependency alone.) Once this mode terminates, the
second mode will execute κ2 with scaling α2 , also in region r1 , until τ2 , which
in this case signals the end of the play.
Now that we have modified MDL for composing multi-agent motion programs, we focus on developing a process for tweaking the timing and scaling
parameters. For instance, an undesirable MDL mode would use a control law
that potentially drives the system out of its intended region. It would be better to adjust the timing and scaling of the mode so that this is prevented. We
approach this problem using calculus of variations to design a MDL compiler
that accepts a nominal motion program and outputs control code based on the
system dynamics, under spatio-temporal constraints.
Say we are given a single-agent (agent i) program with N modes over the
time interval [t0 , tf ], and we denote all switch time parameters as the vector
i
i
i
i
τ̄ i = [τ1i · · · τN
−1 ] and the scaling parameters as ᾱ = [α1 · · · αN ]. Then the

cost functional for optimizing this agent’s program could take the form,
Z tf
N
−1
N
X
X

i
i
Cj (αij ) +
Ψk (xi (τki )) + ∆k (τki ) . (2)
L(xi , t)dt +
min J(τ̄ , ᾱ ) =
τ̄ i ,ᾱi

t0

j=1

k=1

The interpretation here is that the agent has a trajectory cost, L(xi , t), associated
with the execution of the motion program. Since scaling controller speed or
amplitude requires more energy, we penalize the energy usage of each mode
with the Cj (αij ) functions. We also encode the spatial constraint for each mode
through the spatial cost term, Ψk (xi (τki )), that penalizes the distance of the agent
from the location of the specified region. Finally, to prevent large deviations of
a particular switch-time τki , we add the temporal cost function ∆k (τki ).
To determine the first order necessary optimality conditions, we perturb all
switch times and energy parameters as τki → τki + εθki and αik → αik + εaik . In [?],
the derivation for a two mode program was given and we generalize this without
proof since it is a direct generalization of the of the derivation in [?]:
∂J
∂∆ik
i i−
( i
i i+
i i
= 0, k = 1, · · · , N − 1
=
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(τ
)f
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τ
))
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(τ
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k
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∂τi
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∂J
i+
= µi (τk−1
) = 0, k = 1, · · · , N
(3)
∂αik
where we use the short-hand notation fk (xi (t)) to denote f (xi , t, κk (xi , t, αik ))
and where τki− and τki+ are the left and right limits, respectively. Moreover, the
discontinuous costates (λi , µi ) satisfy the costate dynamics,
∂fk
∂J
− λi i , t ∈ (τk−1 , τk )
i
∂x
∂x
i
i ∂fk
µ̇ = λ
∂xi
and boundary conditions,
λ̇i = −

∂ΨN i i
(x (τN ))
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∂CN
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∂Ψk i i
(x (τk ))
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∂Ck
µi (τki− ) =
∂αik
i
λi (τN
)=

for k = 1, · · · , N − 1 and where we let we let τN = tf and τ0 = t0 . We can now
use these optimality conditions to implement a gradient descent algorithm for
determining the optimized τ̄ i and ᾱi (initialized at the nominal values) as was
discussed in [?]. This construction is in fact the fundamental tool in the MDL
compilation process shown in the second block of Figure ??.

2.2

Languages for Puppet Plays

We use the MDL compiler developed in Section ?? for coordinating multiple
puppets (such as the puppet in Figure ??), with specifications written in a
special MDL for puppetry, MDLp, that mimics how puppeteers compose puppet
plays. In fact, real puppet plays are written in a special script that enables the
specification of puppet motion that must be choreographed with music and other
puppets. Each line in a puppet play combines the agents involved, their motions,
and the timing and spatial requirements [?,?]. For example, this excerpt from
Rainforest Adventures1 describes the motion for three puppets Female (F), Male
1 (1) and Male 2 (2):
4. F 1 2 fly up and stay and drop fast
5. F hops in place, 1 hops 4 SR turns hops 4 SL
The left column of the script displays the count number, which denotes the
timing for motions for the agents listed in the line. In this case, the agents F, 1,
and 2 will perform several actions during the fourth count of this scene. Note that
the drop motion is parameterized by a relative speed: fast. We interpret this
modifier as the energy parameter α, described in Section ??. Another important
element of the play specification is the designated regions seen in count 5: SR
(“stage-right”) and SL (“stage-left”). We use these stage descriptions as the
regions in the set R.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. An image sequence of the puppet executing a wave followed by a walk mode.

Accordingly, for our puppet platform, we can create several motions for the
set K and break up the stage into the same regions used in puppetry. For example, a MDLp mode for “walking” could be written as (1, walk(α1 ), r2 , 3), which is
interpreted as “puppet 1 walks at speed α1 within region 2 for 3 counts.” These
1

Courtesy of Jon Ludwig, Artistic Director of the Center for Puppetry Arts, Atlanta,
Georgia, http://www.puppet.org.

puppetry specification language details are used when we program example plays
and use the MDL compiler to generate modified control code for multi-puppet
plays with spatial constraints.

3

Spatial MDL Optimization

As mentioned before, we want to specify motion programs for multiple agents,
where each agent must execute the action within some region. For example, if the
agent is in R2 , with its coordinates denoted by (x, y), we could use hard spatial
constraints to keep the x position of the agent within a set interval, i.e. [x1 , x2 ].
However, this approach would lead to increased computational complexity as
the number of agents grows, since each agent’s spatial constraints have to be
enforced. Alternatively, we could use soft spatial constraints by making the costs
L(x, t) and Ψ (x(τ )) in (??) penalize (or, benefit) the spatial location of the agent.
Consequently, these compiler costs are tuned depending on the particular task
that each agent must achieve. In other words, given the same example agent in
R2 , we could alter the costs to completely ignore the y position, opting instead
to weight only the agent’s x position. Using these design considerations, we
formulate an example motion program for puppets, developing cost functions
for insertion into (??), and subsequently optimizing a play with respect to this
cost functional.
3.1

Example: Spatial Optimization for Multiple Puppets

In this section we demonstrate the MDL compiler proposed in Section ?? by
scripting a play with MDLp. Although the actual puppet dynamics is quite
complex (e.g. [?]), the spatial location of the puppet can be handled without
taking the joint angles into account. Instead we envision a system in which the
gross spatial actuation of the puppet takes on planar unicycle dynamics. We
denote each agent’s planar state with the dynamics,


αv sin γ
ż =  αv cos γ  .
uγ
The α in these dynamics is the scaling parameter discussed before and v is a
constant maximum speed. Additionally, γ represents the heading angle of the
puppet and is driven directly by some signal uγ . Also, the joint angles of the
arms and legs are represented by the vector q = [θr φr θl φl ψr ψl ]T , where the
r and l subscripts denote right and left, respectively. The motion of these arm
and leg joint angles is modeled kinematically with rigid strings. Thus, the model
for the joint angle motion is of the form q̇ = Iu, where I is the identity matrix
and u is the chosen input signal. We concatenate the z and q states, and denote
the puppet’s state as x̄ = [z q]T . (Note that we choose a simplified model for
this puppet for less intensive algorithm computations. For a deeper examination
of puppet models see [?,?].)

In this example, we want the puppets to stay as close to the center of their
designated regions as possible; therefore, we use a quadratic cost for L(x̄, t) and
Ψ (x̄(τ )) in (??). Additionally, the desired trajectory terms in these costs, denoted
by x̄d , will depend on the regions specified in the MDLp script.
Using these cost design choices, we let L(x̄, t) = (x̄ − x̄d )T P (x̄ − x̄d ), where P
is a 9 × 9 positive definite weight matrix. The other cost function that accounts
for spatial penalties is Ψ (x̄). We define this function as,
Ψk (x(τk )) = (x̄(τk ) − x̄d (τk ))T Z(x̄(τk ) − x̄d (τk )), k = 1, · · · , N − 1,
where Z ≻ 0 is another weight matrix. This function is similar to L(x̄, t); however, its weight matrix penalizes only the position of the agent, and it is evaluated only at the switch times, τk . Finally, we penalize the scaling factors and
time deviations in the same way as in [?]: Cj = ρj α2j , for j = 1, · · · , N , and
∆k (τk ) = wk (Tk − τk )2 for k = 1, · · · , N − 1.
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Fig. 3. Image of the puppet motions before (gray) and after (black) the MDL compilation process.

As an example, we implemented a small collection of controls, K = {κ1 =
waveLeft, κ2 = walk, κ3 = walkInCircles}. Using these controllers, we constructed the following MDLp play:
(p1 , κ1 (1.2), r1 , 2.5)(p1 , κ2 (1.3), r1 , 3)(p1 , κ3 (1), r1 , 4)
(p2 , κ1 (1.2), r3 , 2.5)(p2 , κ3 (1.5), r3 , 2)(p2 , κ2 (1.3), r3 , 3)
(p3 , κ3 (1), r2 , 2)(p3 , κ2 (1.5), r2 , 4).

The initial run of this MDLp play is illustrated by the gray lines and shapes
in Figure ??. Note that puppets 1 and 2 (located in r1 and r3 in the figure)
behave relatively well under their nominal plays. However, puppet 3 breaches
the boundary between r1 and r2 while its MDLp string requires it to remain in
r2 .
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Fig. 4. This figure shows the costs as a function of the MDL compiler algorithm iteration when compiling a play for three puppets with spatial constraints. Puppet 1
completed in 29 iterations, Puppet 2 completed in 41 iterations, and Puppet 3 took
100 iterations.

After running the MDL compiler on these strings, the improved runtime
behavior is illustrated by the black lines and shapes in Figure ??. Puppet 3’s
trajectory is now correctly within r2 , as prescribed in the original MDLp string.
Also, all three puppets reduce their cost, as shown in Figure ??. Note that
puppet 3 takes the longest, computing 100 iterations before minimizing its cost.
This iteration count shows how bad the nominal program was at satisfying the
cost functional (??). Additionally, our algorithm uses a conservative, fixed-step
gradient descent to limit the amount of numerical error, which will slow down
convergence as the derivatives (??) get closer to 0. If a dynamic step size were
used (such as Armijo step-size [?]) then convergence would be faster. This work
demonstrates that we can solve the problem of improving the multi-agent motion
program given spatial costs. We now turn to the problem of generating optimized
control code under networked timing constraints.

4

Constrained Timing Optimization

The work in Section ?? dealt with optimizing the MDL strings of multiple agents,
considering each agent’s dynamics and spatial costs. Additionally, many systems
require hard timing constraints, such as terminating one particular mode before
some other agent’s mode completes. In a puppet play, missing these timing constraints may lead to benign issues, such as awkward character placement, to
serious problems, such as collisions and string tangling. This section considers
generating optimized MDL programs under timing inequality constraints by distributing the constraint among the agents.
In this problem, we again assume that the motion program has m puppets,
each operating under their own dynamics. Additionally, each puppet switches
between Ci control modes, with the terminal time denoted by tf = τCi , i ∈ M.
In other words, a direct modification to the formulation described in Section ??
gives that each puppet be governed by the dynamics,

ẋi (t) =

f1 (xi (t)), t ∈ [0, τ1i )
f2 (xi (t)), t ∈ [τ1i , τ2i )
..
.











fCi (xi (t)), t ∈ [τCi i−1 , τCi i ]

for agents i = 1, · · · , m. Let moreover the cost functional be defined as
J(τ̄ 1 , . . . , τ̄ m ) =

Z

0

m
T X
i=1

Di (xi , t) dt =

m
X

J i (τ̄ i )

(4)

i=1

where Di (xi , t) is the cost associated with operating system i for a particular
control mode’s time duration, without taking the other systems into account.
To illustrate the way in which the temporal constraints show up, we assume,
without loss of generality, that the temporal constraint only affects the dth switch
for systems j and k, where j, k ∈ M, as τdj − τdk 6 0. Note that this minimization
formulation results in a separable optimization problem, since the function to be
minimized (??) and the timing constraint depend additively on their domains
[?].
This optimization problem can be solved by augmenting the cost with a Lagrangian term ν(τdj −τdk ), and then jointly solving it across all the switching times
for all the puppets. However, we do not want to use this centralized solution,
since the ultimate goal is to have several autonomous agents (or in this case,
puppets) optimize their plays in a decentralized fashion. Since we have already
noted that the problem is separable we can break up the solution process. We
specifically choose the approach known as team theory, recently explored in [?].
(Note that the details given below are not due to us, but rather that we highlight
their application to the problem of distributed timing control as it pertains to
the robotic marionette application.)

4.1

Distributed Timing Coordination

Puppets j and k (j 6= k) are temporally constrained via the dth switch as τdj −
τdk ≤ 0. The constrained problem becomes
L(τdj , τdk , ν) = J j (τdj ) + J k (τdk ) + ν(τdj − τdk )

(5)

where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that the only control parameters are τdj and τdk , and the other switching times are considered to be fixed.
It should be noted that the cost functionals are decoupled (i.e. cost J j depends
only on system j’s dynamics). Therefore, taking the derivative of the Lagrangian
with respect to ν results in the expression,
∂L
= τdj − τdk ,
∂ν
in combination with the previously defined gradient expressions for the switching
times.
Now, algorithmically, this formulation is interesting in that the dual problem
becomes g ⋆ = maxν g(ν), ν > 0, where
g(ν) = min {J j (τdj ) + J k (τdk ) + ν(τdj − τdk )}.
τdj ,τdk

(6)

Note that we are looking for a local minimum, since a global minimum may
actually lead to behavior that is undesired by the original motion program specification.
An inefficient solution to this max-min problem would apply gradient descent
on the minimization problem (??) and follow with a single gradient ascent step
for maxν g(ν), and repeat until a solution is found. However, since we already
know that this max-min problem is separable, we can solve it using a saddle-point
search algorithm, known as Uzawa’s algorithm [?]. The Uzawa algorithm allows
the descent and the ascent steps to be performed simultaneously. Consequently,
we use a gradient descent for the switch times, and a gradient ascent for the
Lagrange multiplier ν allowing us to decouple the numerical solution process and
let the networking aspect be reflected only through the update of the multiplier,
as was done in [?]. In fact, if we let
j

−ν
τ̇dj = − ∂J
∂τ j
d
k

τ̇dk = − ∂J
+ν
∂τ k
d

ν̇ = τdj − τdk
all that needs to be propagated between the two systems is the value of the
Lagrange multiplier ν. This observation in [?] leads us to a general architecture
for solving networked, switched-time optimization problems, as shown in Figure
??.
This numerical architecture lets us optimize the switch times individually
at each algorithm iteration, denoted by the index i. First, we initialize both

xj (0), τ̄ j (0), ᾱj (0)

xk (0), τ̄ k (0), ᾱk (0)
τdj (i)

j

j

ẋ , λ̇ integration
τ̄ j (i + 1)

ν
ascent

τdk (i)

ν(i + 1)

τ̄ j descent

ẋk , λ̇k integration
τ̄ k (i + 1)

τ̄ k descent

System-j

System-k

Fig. 5. This figure shows how information propagates between the two subsystems
(puppets) in order to solve the networked timing problem. The initial values for system
j are denoted τ̄ j (0), ᾱj (0) and similarly for system k.

systems with feasible switch times and scaling parameters based on a play of
j
length p. These values we denote with the arrays, τ̄ j (0) = [τ1j (0) · · · τN
−1 (0)]
j
j
and ᾱ = [α1 (0) · · · αN (0)], respectively. Then we perform the forward-backward
integration of the xj and xk systems and their associated co-states (λj , λk ). In
parallel to those integrations, the ν state is incremented using the current values
for the switch times. These values are then passed to the individual systems so
that they can take their gradient descent steps with the new ν values.
4.2

Example: Time-switch Constraints for Puppetry

Using the same collection of control laws from Section ?? we define a multipuppet play as follows,
(1, κ1 (1.2), r1 , 2.5) (1, κ2 (1.3), r1 , 3) (1, κ3 (1), r1 , 3)
(2, κ1 (1.2), r3 , 2.5) (2, κ3 (1.5), r3 , 3) (2, κ2 (1.3), r3 , 2.5).
This play uses two agents, both executing three modes with various timing requirements and scaling parameters.
Following the discussion of switch-time constraints in Section ?? we choose
to constrain the first switch of each puppet, i.e. d = 1. If we denote τ̄ i = [τ1i τ2i ]
as the switch times and ᾱi = [αi1 αi2 αi3 ] as the scaling parameters for puppet i,
then the constrained minimization problem for these two puppets is stated as
min

τ̄ 1 ,τ̄ 2 ,ᾱ1 ,ᾱ2

J 1 (τ̄ 1 , ᾱ1 ) + J 2 (τ̄ 2 , ᾱ2 )
s.t. τ12 6 τ11 .

We formulate a Lagrangian for this problem in a similar way as equation (??),
L(τ̄ 1 , ᾱ1 , τ̄ 2 , ᾱ2 , ν) = J 1 (τ̄ 1 , ᾱ1 ) + J 2 (τ̄ 2 , ᾱ2 ) + ν(τ12 − τ11 ),
and then apply the proposed algorithm approach visualized in Figure ??.

Figure ?? displays the cost graphs for the two puppets after the execution of the distributed algorithm. The cost is indeed reduced for both puppets
and, furthermore, Figure ?? shows that the required inequality constraint is
satisfied. The optimal switch times and scaling parameters for puppet 1 are
τ̄ 1 = [2.9906 3.0463] and ᾱ1 = [1.1903 1.3249 1.0204], respectively. Additionally,
the results for puppet 2’s parameters are τ̄ 2 = [2.9683 2.9157] and
ᾱ2 = [1.1901 1.5228 1.3124].
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Fig. 6. The cost of both puppets using the distributed switch time constraint architecture.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we discussed recent results for generating optimized control code
for collections of interacting MDL-based systems, which are, in this case, robotic
puppets. We formulated a special instantiation of the MDL framework that
includes spatial costs and controller energy scaling. An optimal control-based
compiler was developed for these types of MDLs, and applied to a collection
of autonomous puppets. Finally, our work concludes with an examination and
simulation of optimizing the MDL motion program for agents with timing constraints.
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Fig. 7. A graph of the constrained switch time values τ12 and τ11 .
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